Rotary Corn Heads

F61, F63, F64

&

F67

A Perfect Cut
Each cutting disc is equipped with replaceable, tempered spring steel sections. The teeth are
tungsten coated for unbeatable longevity & durability. The unique shape of the teeth ensures
cutting at any speed and also splits the stalks for better decomposition. In the rare case that a
blade must be replaced, two minutes is all you’ll need!
Designed from an extensive development program, this patented concept unites the performance
of rotary, row independent, corn heads with the affordability of conventional models. No other
pull-type or self-propelled harvester offers you so much for your hard earned money.

Simple & Robust
A drive system easier than ever... Fewer moving parts = fewer problems! By a main drive shaft that
is protected by a friction clutch, and gears in oil baths, power is transferred effectively and leaves
you with peace of mind during harvest. Service points and lubrication are grouped in two easily
accessible places. The cutter discs are driven by a heavy-duty belt mechanism providing a soft start
and vibration free operation.
All corn heads up to 120” (3 m) have only 2 gathering chains. This exclusive Dion design provides
an extremely smooth & fluid crop flow for optimal efficiency. The intense duty, “O” ring style,
ANSI # 80 chains require almost no maintenance. A simple, daily lubrication is all that is required.

The Best of Both Worlds

Winner

Dion’s rotary corn heads are optimized for maximum capacity, minimum
power requirements, extreme durability and low cost. The exceptionally
smooth & fluid crop flow allows for greater throughput without the
need to increase horsepower. A Dion rotary row-independent corn
head requires 30% less power to operate than a conventional corn
head. Now you can harvest in any direction, any spacing, twin rows,
single rows… it doesn’t matter!

F61

- 120” (3 M) width, 4 row equivalent at 30” spacing
- Capacity of 100+ t/h
- Slip clutch protected
The industry’s largest pull-type corn head. Capacity when
you need it for better quality silage and less compaction
since you won’t run in the same tracks twice.

F64

Fits:
Dion® 1224, 1224XC & F41
Gehl® 1265, 1275 & 1285
Hesston® 7500
JF® 1355
New Idea® 1500
New Holland® 230 & 240

Fits:

Smooth & constant feeding has always been the
issue with pull-type harvesters. With the F64 and its 2
gathering chains, uneven feeding is a thing of the past.

Dion® 1224, 1224XC & F41
Gehl® 1065, 1075, 1085, 1265, 1275 & 1285
Hesston® 7500
John Deere® 3970 & 3975
New Idea® 1500
New Holland® 900, 230 & 240

F67

Fits:

- 90” (2.25 m) width, 3 row equivalent at 30” spacing
- Slip clutch protected

Rotary heads aren’t just available for the self-propelled
boys any more. Dion has the head to fit any pull-type
harvester.

Dion® 1224, 1224XC & F41
Gehl® 1065, 1075, 1085, 1265, 1275 & 1285
Hesston® 7500
John Deere® 3970 & 3975
New Idea® 1500
New Holland® 900, 230 & 240

F63

Fits:

- 60” (1.5 m) width, 2 row equivalent at 30” spacing
- Slip clutch protected

- 120” (3 m) width, 4 row equivalent at 30” spacing
- Capacity of 100+ t/h
- Slip clutch protected
Give your self-propelled harvester new life. This unit
has all the advantages of the competitor’s rotary heads
for a fraction of the price.

John Deere® all 5000, 6000 & 7000 series
New Holland® all 1900, 2100 & FX series
Claas® all 800 & 900 series

Your best choice for harvesting equipment
since 1920

Dion’s products have over 95 years of service to farmers.
Today Dion is at the forefront in the conception, design and manufacturing
of agricultural equipment. Our rotary, row independent, corn heads for
pull-type forage harvesters are just one of our products putting industry
leading technology within the reach of everyone.
Our vision of modern, efficient & performance oriented equipment allows
us to see a promising future filled with quality products like you’ve come
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Come see us
in action on

Dion - Ag.com

429, Côte Sud
Boisbriand, Québec, Canada J7E 4H5
T: 450 437-3449
F: 450 437-8176

www.dion-ag.com
info@dion-ag.com

